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The following pages set out London Youth’s response to the NUS’ Commission on the Future of
Work. Our response has been written following consultation with members of our two youth
boards, and draws on learning from our many years of working directly with young people – the
experience of our own staff and that of member clubs.

About London Youth
London Youth supports a network of 400 diverse community youth organisations where young
people choose to go. With unique reach to over 75,000 young Londoners, we deliver programmes
with and through this network in every London borough and out of town at our two outdoor
learning centres.
We nurture a breadth of expertise, because it creates integrated pathways for young people to
learn in a range of settings through sports development, youth social action, outdoor education,
inclusion and employability. We work with all young people, but place a particular emphasis on
those who wouldn’t otherwise have access to the kind of opportunities we offer.

About Talent Match London

Talent Match London is a youth-led approach to supporting long-term unemployed young people
into positive, productive futures. By working with organisations and individuals grounded in the
community, as well as employers and young people, Talent Match London is supporting young
people to not only find work but navigate fulfilling and long lasting careers, including supporting
them to start up their own business.
Talent Match London is part of a national programme, funded by the Big Lottery Fund, with an
investment of £108 million over the next five years, and £10 million specifically for London. It is
running in 11 boroughs across the capital, where the need is greatest. The programme engages
young people aged 18-24 years old who have been unemployed for a year or more, and who are
furthest away from the job market and may experience additional barriers to employment, such as
having a disability, a history of offending, or being a single parent.

3. How would you describe the student and study-leaver job market? What are the key challenges?
Our youth board highlighted that although the job market is generally doing well and they can see
that there are many more jobs are being advertised, they feel that they are unable to benefit from
them because of the high level of competition for each vacancy.
A key challenge that many of the young people specified was the recruiter’s requirement for
experience, which makes it very difficult to be given a first opportunity, as you can’t get experience
without being a chance without it. A way of overcoming this is to encourage employers to be more
open to employing people based on their potential, rather than experience. Similarly, if employers
provide further support and development to new recruits once they have entered the workplace,
this will improve the prospects of the younger workforce. It is also important to better support
study-leavers to understand how they can sell their skills as strengths that overcome their lack of
experience, and get them through to interview and then actually securing a job.
For new study-leavers actually finding the vacancies can also be a challenge. Finding the most
appropriate websites to search on, or the best way of approaching employers can be confusing for
people who do not have any experience of doing this. The young people we spoke to said they were
often reliant on more ‘general’ websites, which would then send them alerts for jobs that were not
really relevant to the area they had hoped to get into.
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Another key challenge young people said they faced was that when they initially left school or
college they were unable to write a good CV, and had not realised the importance of tailoring their
CV and applications to different jobs and employers. Greater practical support with this whilst the
young person is still studying would be very beneficial. However, if this is not possible whilst they
are still in education, then it is important to have a clear system of sign-posting where they can go
for support. Through Talent Match London, we are providing a series of workshops for people on
the programme to understand how to outline their transferrable skills and for which jobs these
may be useful, and then giving them practical support of writing and checking CVs.
In general, if young people do not have sufficient qualifications or experience to get their ideal job,
it can prove difficult accessing advice on the best way to progress if they have already left
mainstream education.

4. Is the job market a level playing field for students and study-leavers? How do experiences vary, what
barriers exist and what solutions would you recommend?
From our discussions with young people, there was a general feeling that competition for jobs has
vastly increased; and because graduates are being under-employed, the jobs that study-leavers
who have not attended university would apply for, are now being filled by those with more
qualifications instead.
A member of the Talent Match London Youth Board, Kenny, commented:
“A big problem we face is that there are too many young people looking for jobs and not looking for

careers, and to me that is very alarming. However, I am aware that we all need a job sometimes,
which is nothing to do with our career path, but is to make ends meet or earn a steady income. But
no young person should feel like they have to be stuck in a zero-hour retail job for the rest of their
life.”
A solution to this would be using a two-pronged approach:
Firstly, support young people who are not graduates to sell themselves more effectively. Even
though they may be behind in terms of qualifications, the experiences and skills they have may be
more relevant for particular posts, or more impressive to a particular employer. A careers service
in school and informal education could deliver this recommendation. London Youth runs several
programmes that aim to increase young people’s confidence levels, and give them a sense of self
belief. For example, we do this through sports development, outdoor education and social action
programmes. This shows that often young people need to be supported in these soft skills ahead of
becoming work-ready and before a particular focus can be given to practical employment skills.
The second strand of the solution would be to improve employer’s recruitment practises, and help
them to develop such beyond a check-list for qualifications. Many employers need support on what
the best candidate would look like for them, and may rely on previous existing procedures for ease
and speed of recruitment. In addition to helping employers recognise this, empowering employers
to then advocate best practise to other employers means the message is more likely to be spread
and implemented, as employers are more likely to trust the advice of their peers. This strategy of
employer engagement is currently being used by Talent Match London. For this, employers have
formed part of a strategic partnership that has advised the programme from its initial design stage
and continues to do so throughout programme delivery. Individuals then act as ambassadors,
sharing learning with their networks and, in the case of employers specifically, act as ambassadors
for supporting young people in the workplace. When working with employers on this, it is
important to engage organisations of varying sizes and from varying sectors, as well as local
businesses. We have currently involved employers such as Transport for London, Barcalys and
Microsoft.
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5. How are the issues experienced and approached differently across localities, regions and nations of the
UK? What potential is there for local, regional and national responses?
In general, the issues being experienced by study-leavers are the same, and the fundamental
principles of what is needed to solve them are similar. However, it can be argued that the prospect
of employment and jobs available are far greater for those in the capital, but so is the level of
competition for these positions (from those of all ages). Regardless of this, it is crucial that these
general principles are adapted for the specific region and draw on the expertise of existing local
organisations and their networks to enable young people to get access to their support they need in
order to succeed.
From 2012-2014 London Youth delivered Volunteer It Yourself (VIY), a national programme that
was backed by investment from the Big Lottery Fund and worked in partnership with Cospa,
Wickes, City & Guilds, and other regional/national youth sector organisations. VIY gave young
people aged 14 upwards the chance to gain accredited construction and DIY skills while
refurbishing their local youth centres. This project gave London Youth a national perspective, and
an opportunity to work in different regions.
For our evidence submission, Rachael, VIY’s National Youth Partnerships Co-ordinator, was able
to offer anecdotal evidence of the similarities and differences faced by the different regions. She
argued that fundamentally, the concerns of the young people involved in VIY across England and
Wales were the same, and that they were concerned with translating their training into actually
getting a job that could support them financially, and to feel happy whilst doing it. Each area faced
different challenges to overcome in this particular ambition. In Gloucestershire for example,
breaking the cycle of several generations out of work, due to the local economy and infrastructure,
was something that had to be overcome. However, the approaches that worked well remained the
same across the regions: personalised support, a partnership approach and employer engagement.
The VIY partnership approach worked well in every location that it was fully supported and
implemented. In Rhondda Valley, Wales, the youth organisations, colleges, housing associations
and employers worked together during the programme, enabling the young person to be supported
at every stage of their journey. This partnership approach was particularly successful when there
was a national body to facilitate the partnership, for example UK Youth and Ambition.
Talent Match London is part of the national programme, Talent Match, funded by the Big Lottery
Fund, which is a £108 million investment to tackle youth unemployment across 21 hotspot areas
over the next five years. Each of these areas are being run by a lead organisation, using a localised
approach focusing on the needs of the areas. They are able to use the personalised approach across
the country, but using techniques that work best in the particular region. In London, there will be
£10 million invested over the five years in 11 London boroughs where the need is greatest. There
are different lead delivery partners in each of these areas based on their existing networks. This
approach and structure shows recognition that the responses required to deal with the different
contexts vary across different regions. For example, within London, Hackney CVS, a lead delivery
partner, use a localised approach which has been particularly successful in promoting community
spirit, engaging young people and local employers effectively.

6. How well are employers, of varying sizes, engaging with the student and study-leaver job market?
What support and incentives exist for employers and other stakeholders to improve students and studyleavers experiences in the job market, and what would you change?
There are good examples of when employers engage with study-leavers, but the best practise could
be better publicised and expanded upon in order to share learning more successfully.
Employers could play an important role in engaging with young people before they leave their
education or training. This provides young people with role models of what to aspire to do when
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they finish their course, as well as broadening their networks and ability to access support after
leaving education or training.
Specific programmes designed to work with recent school leavers as well as those who want to get
into a particular field are a successful tool for engagement. An example of a London Youth
programme which supports young people into a specific industry, such as construction, is Build-it.
This is a multi-partner programme which gives young people in the London Borough of Lambeth
the chance to learn skills and access training, work experience and real employment opportunities
within the regeneration of their local communities. Employers have volunteered many hours
supporting the programme. Additionally, once participants on the programme reach a standard
where it is felt they can move on, they are placed with local contractors for a period of two to six
weeks where they deepen their skills and experience, all the time continuing with one-to-one
support from the London Youth Delivery Team. This support from London Youth staff acts as an
additional incentive because the employers are supported in their engagement. In Talent Match
London, the youth worker will continue to support young people up to six months into their
employment which is a great incentive for an employer as the sole responsibility for the young
person is not solely reliant on them, and if there are any issues to be resolved, they have assistance
and support from someone with experience in working with young people.
VIY’s focus on working with employers was crucial in enabling young people to learn more about
what skills employers need in terms of practical skills and interpersonal and social skills. It is also
useful for employers to get used to working with young people, as often the negative narrative
surrounding young people could prevent employers from giving young people a chance. In every
region that this was invested in effectively, the results were positive and very evident. Over the
two years of programme delivery, 293 local tradespeople and Wickes staff volunteered in total
more than 9,000 hours on the project as skills mentors, supporting young people to develop their
skills, gain a practical qualification and refurbish their local youth club.
Outside of such programmes, employers can still play a role in supporting study-leavers into
employment. For example, during the recruitment process, they should feedback constructively
and fully to applicants if the young person is unsuccessful as this is a strong way for potential
candidates to learn from the experience and hopefully improve for their next application. A
member of the Talent Match London Youth Board called Marie explained that: “Sometimes I apply
for jobs with my fingers crossed for a week and never hear a word back”. This means they are
unable to know what it was about their applicant that they could improve.
Offering more accessible paid internships and work experience placements would be another
beneficial way of employers engaging with study-leavers. Through this, employers will benefit by
seeing what a diverse workforce would have to offer their business or organisation, and for young
people the benefits would include enabling them to get practical experience that they can put on
their CV and applications, as well as the potential to gain interview tips. It would also give them
an opportunity to see if that sector or role is something they would like to progress with. To
support employers with this, organisations such as voluntary/youth organisations could provide
structured programmes for internships, and share best practise on working with young people so
that employers are also fully supported and do not feel that taking on a younger workforce would
require lots more work on their part.
There are current government incentives that have a positive impact, including the plan to scrap
the jobs tax on young people under 21year olds, however disseminating this information to
employers and young people could be stronger. Working with youth organisations who have these
existing relationships to explain changes and policy developments would be a beneficial way for
government to get greater uptake of their policies.
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An initiative that London Youth were supportive of was the Future Jobs Fund, having personally
benefitted fromthe scheme hiring several fantastic and committed staff through this process. This
type of initiative can be particularly successful when dealing with not-for-profit employers.
Encouraging employers to share the benefits they have received, in terms of hiring loyal and
committed staff, would be a great incentive for other employers to partake in the schemes or
programmes and useful for general practise.

7. How important is the development of a culture of enterprise amongst students and study-leavers and
what support would be required to achieve this?
The youth board stated that enterprise is being strongly encouraged as an alternative to
unemployment, but were cautious that this should only be encouraged if it is genuinely the most
appropriate route for the individual young person. There should be strict criteria to ensure the
viability of the business idea, and not merely a means of encouraging study-leavers from avoiding
or leaving JSA.
Talent Match London encourages the development of enterprise culture when this is the most
appropriate next step for a young person. The Talent Match London outcome aims include:
 2,500 long-term unemployed young people increasing their confidence, optimism and skills
to gain employment or start their own business
 50% progressing onto other positive pathways (such as re-engaging at college, further skills
training, pre-apprenticeships or volunteering)
 50 London employers from across all three sectors create engagement, employment and
enterprise opportunities, including pre-employment support, work experience, business
mentoring and jobs
Learning from organisation that already do this well is important; Talent Match London was
designed using a partnership approach, which included hearing from representatives from the
London Enterprise and the Black Training and Enterprise Group. This meant that their specialism
in this area was incorporated into the programme. As part of our partner delivery approach, a
consortium led by the Prince’s Trust will fulfil the role of our Enterprise Pathway Provider.

8. What makes a ‘good job’ for students and study-leavers? What issues exist around job quality and
what measures can be implemented to rectify them?
One of the primary considerations for the young people we spoke to was receiving a reasonable
wage that they could comfortably live on. James from our Talent Match London youth board said
“Now I only want three things: my own house, a wife and a paid job. Isn’t that normal?”
Encouraging employers promote the benefits of paying their staff and explain why it is good for
their business would be a good way of increasing participation.
Another key thing young people said was important was having structured support in their role,
especially if it is their first experience of employment. Employers should have a clear induction
policy and offer guidance and support for when young people settle in to full time employment.
This includes things that many adults may take for granted around work etiquette, including dress
codes, when or if it is appropriate to take personal calls and using the office equipment for printing
etc. If an employer is not in a position to do this having the support of youth workers or people
working on an employability programme to assist them or to provide them with a guide to best
practise would make this an easier task for employers. Talent Match London continues this
personalised one-to-one support into employment, so can provide employers and young people with
this sort of assistance.
Having a clear progression route and an opportunity to develop is another important element the
study-leavers we spoke to mentioned. Although many people would be happy to start off in an
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entry level position, they would hope they could develop in the organisation and be supported to
get promotions and take on more responsibilities, resulting in gradual pay increases the longer
they work there.
Another important area for the young people was that the job should ideally be in an area they are
interested in or be in a role that can help them get into an area they want to work in. James from
the Talent Match Youth Board said “I have Down’s Syndrome and people like me find it really

difficult to get a paid job. I can do more than just stacking shelves but these are the only types of
jobs people offer me.” If the job opportunity is in another sector for example, supporting the young
person to identify their transferable skills is important so that they can use the experience when
applying for future roles.

9. How strong is student and study-leaver voice in the job market? What would you change, if anything?
Youth organisations can and should become a stronger voice in the job market. Talent Match
London’s employer engagement team are working with organisations of varying sizes and sectors,
to show the importance of employing study-leavers and young people. Talent Match’s focus on
sharing learning from the programme means that, with regional programmes reporting best
practise to the Big Lottery Fund, learning can be shared nationally. In the local areas the delivery
partners are also building up the youth sector voice in the job market by speaking to community
employers and ensuring that they are aware of the programme and the benefits of hiring studyleavers.
Local youth clubs also have a role to play in advocating for study-leavers in the job market.
Fitzrovia Youth in Action in Camden for example, works with young people to provide them with
work experience opportunities locally.
In particular sectors there can be greater focus on recruiting study-leavers, such as within the
construction industry trade associations like the Federation of Master Builders who work with
organisations like CITB to ensure that training and qualifications are teaching relevant skills
required by employers.

10. What is the role and impact of volunteering, work experience and other placements (such as
internships) in improving students and study-leavers employment prospects, and what would you
change?
An important role volunteering and work experience plays can be for a young person to decide if
they like the sector and general job role. It can play an important role in improving young people’s
confidence by being able to have something on a CV other than their studies and qualifications.
These opportunities are considered positive next steps in the Talent Match London programme.
These opportunities are also a good way of generally boosting study-leavers sense of well-being by
being active if they have had a period of inactivity. A mentor working on VIY reported that “One
young person who suffers with depression commented that Mondays were no longer the worst day
of the week for him because he now looks forward to coming to VIY and he feels that it has given
him a real insight into what he wants to achieve and what he is capable of when he puts his mind
to something! I believe this kind of response is invaluable and amazing for a young person who on
most Mondays does not even get out of bed! He has now become a peer mentor.”
Some of the young people we spoke to felt it was important to remember that although there are
fantastic benefits to these opportunities, depending on the tasks required during the opportunity,
performing unpaid work could be difficult and could make them feel discouraged in the longer
term. To avoid this, and to ensure that the practical skills gained from this experience are fully
appreciated and transferable, there should be a closing interview where outcomes are clearly
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identified and transferable skills explicitly explained, so the young person can be supported in
using the examples in future job applications and in interviews.
The work experience and internship opportunities can also be beneficial for employers, who are
able to develop working relationships with young people, and to be able to develop their ability to
work with people with less experience in a work place.

11. What would you continue, increase or change regarding the information, advice and guidance (IAG)
that students and study-leavers receive, both during and after study?
Teaching young people job ready skills in addition to the syllabus would be of great benefit to many
study-leavers. Being supported in behaving in an appropriate way in a job setting is something
that young people without role models at home might miss out on. Some of the young people that
we are working with on the youth board sometimes exhibit behaviour that employers would find
unacceptable, such as being regularly late or forgetting to let people know when they cannot attend
meetings, because they do not fully appreciate the difference between employment and school
where this behaviour was commented on but would not generally result in extreme consequences.
We are able to work with them developing on these behaviours, but many employers would not
have the inclination or time to do so, meaning that youth organisations need to help give this
advice and guidance.
Providing better careers guidance during study is also an area young people need greater support
with. They also need to receive this guidance from the most appropriate adult. Many of the young
people we spoke to said that they would have found it useful speaking to people other than
teachers, who could come in and either talk about different career options and the best route to
take to achieve this, as well as just broadening their aspirations by hearing from a diverse range of
employers. During and after study youth workers from youth organisations can also offer this type
of guidance, and because of the relationship they have, the advice is more likely to be respected by
the young person.
Once a young person has left study, they greatly benefit from personalised one-to-one support. This
is the approach taken by Talent Match London; the key findings from Inclusion included:
 One-to-one or small group support will be most effective in supporting people to find work,
according to young people
 Support should be in a relaxed environment with friendly and approachable staff
 Support which is related to the young person’s interests is more likely to engage them and
maintain their focus on finding work

12. There are a range of initiatives to improve the employability of students and study-leavers by a range
of stakeholders. What is their impact and what would you change?
Initiatives to improve employability need to be accessible for all study-leavers, as many of those
further away from the job market are not engaged by the programmes or do not hear about them.
By working on out-reach, and using existing networks to engage young people who are not
currently “in the system”, these initiatives would be much further reaching and successful.
There often is a problem with making these initiatives sustainable, and once they have finished
the progression and learning halts. Additionally many initiatives may be making the same errors
because at present there is not enough focus on sharing best practise. The youth board were also
able to give particular examples of certain sectors, or geographical areas where these initiatives
were offered, but they felt it was not clear enough that young people would know where to look.
They felt if study-leavers became engaged with the job centre this would lead to local information
being disseminated, but it would be good for a variety to be easier to access directly, and to be more
standardised so particular areas didn’t benefit more than others.
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13. Do students and study-leavers aspirations and expectations meet their outcomes in the job market?
Many of the young people we spoke to said that without good qualifications, they immediately felt
at a disadvantage, regardless of the experience they had. They felt that they were competing for
jobs with graduates and that they were less likely to be given a chance. However, even when they
expected the job search to be difficult, they felt very disheartened after a few rejections or just not
hearing back. A small measure that employers could take at the initial application phase would be
to store the email contacts of applicants, and send them an email when the short listed applicants
has been made, so people are not waiting to hear back when the post has been filled. If the
applicant makes it to an interview stage but does not get the job, hearing feedback would be very
helpful.
The difference between expecting to find a job and finding a career are distinct. Many of the young
people said if they wanted to find a job that was short term and just for money, this would be much
easier than finding their first step on the career ladder.
The element of one-to-one support is important at supporting young people in developing realistic
but inspirational aspirations, and helping them to manage their expectations through the
application process. They could support the study-leaver in applying for job that they have the
rights skills and experience for, and jobs that they are best suited to. There is also a mixed
expectation of what pay to expect, and personalised support will help balance what young people
need for their circumstances, and what is achievable.

14. How well do different stakeholders and sectors connect and collaborate and what could be done to
improve this? For example, how well do different employers or trade unions work with student or youth
organisations?
There are examples of successful collaboration in the sector at present, but this is certainly an area
that could be improved upon.
Talent Match London is working with a core partnership, with representatives from the private,
voluntary, and statutory sectors, as well as with young people. This collaborations means the
programme can benefit from the influence, networks and knowledge of different sectors and
organisations to ensure that Talent Match embeds itself in London. This collaboration works
because London Youth are able to run the provision of the partnership, and organise the meetings
and outcomes. London Youth are also ensuring that an outcome of the programme is to share what
worked and what didn’t. This culture of sharing learning is not currently standardised, as it can be
difficult when organisation are competing for the same funding opportunities, or if they are private
organisations they may be competing for contracts or business. Offering up information to help
your competitor may seem counterintuitive, but this needs to be encouraged.
London Youth’s VIY programme successfully used collaboration across different sectors in the
running of their programme, working with employers, colleges, housing associations and youth
organisations. They were able to show that where there was a strong regional youth organisation
that was able to facilitate and coordinate the collaboration, the programme ran most smoothly.
One particular VIY Project at Charter Housing, Newport.

Build-it provides an example of a strong collaboration between different sectors, as it involves
partnership with Cospa, the support of Lambeth Council, Lambeth College and a range of local
housing providers and contractors. This partnership works so well because the areas that are being
renovated are of benefit to the local community, meaning that the council benefits, the employers
engaging on the programme are able to provide young people with the skills that are most
important for employers, and the colleges are able to refer young people who will most benefit and
for who the opportunity is most suited. It is important for the organisations that run the provision
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of the programmes to ensure the positives of using this approach are publicised to other sectors,
and in different regions.
The young people we spoke to did not know very much about trade unions. The young people who
knew clearly what they do, did not know how they could engage or work with study-leavers. This
suggests there could be greater education in schools about them, or visits from representatives to
explain how they fit into the employment market. Also as part of an induction process, new
employees could be sign-posted to where they can learn more about them.

15. What are the challenges around resourcing and financing student and study-leaver employment
initiatives and what would you change?
A challenge that many smaller organisations face regarding financing is that they need the
funding in advance, and a payment by results means that many of the smaller organisations
without the capital behind them would not be able to work on many employability programmes.
The structure of the Talent Match London model and the use of local organisations with
established outreach capabilities and existing local relationships, and the expertise from working
with particular groups of young people, is why we believe it will be successful in helping those
furthest away from the job market into employment. For instance one of our six core delivery
partners 3SC have expertise working with young people with disabilities, and Hackney CVS have
a focused local experience of working in Hackney.
The major challenge for the charity sector is sustainability as many of the schemes run for a finite
amount of time; they develop along the way and find a successful way of working, but can only
keep going for the duration of the funding. Talent Match London is trying to overcome this obstacle
by focusing resource on the outcome of shared learning to ensure the programmes lessons can
continue once the funding has run out. A benefit of the Big Lottery Fund funding for Talent Match
London is that the outcome of shared learning is respected as very important, so time can be
focused on this rather than using all resources on delivery that will not be sustainable.
A challenge of funding offered by local authorities or housing associations is that study-leavers are
restricted in their opportunities by where they live, making it a “postcode-lottery”. National
programmes that are delivered locally are preferable meaning that all study-leavers have the
opportunity. Talent Match is running in 21 regions where the need is greatest and in 11 boroughs
in London where the JSA is highest, so when there is not enough scope to do a programme
everywhere, this focused approach is preferable.
A way of combatting financial constraints in the future would be organisations to focus greater
emphasis on the long term financial benefits of investment, and supporting employers to share this
learning to others in their sectors.

16. What is the balance of responsibility amongst different stakeholders in the student and study-leavers
job market and what recommendations do you make?
The youth board believes that the responsibility for study-leavers currently rests with several
stakeholders. Schools and colleges do not often have much follow-up with students once they have
left, and statutory bodies such as Job Centre Plus become responsible for the study-leaver if they
are unable to find work and need financial or practical support. They believed that there is scope to
ensure there is not a gap in provision, which would pre-empt people falling into unemployment.
There could be a more structured approach of increasing the employer’s responsibility, and by
engaging with youth organisations who have existing relationships with young people.
17. Do you have any other comments? Please give evidence of key challenges or solutions that have not
been covered by the above questions.
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Issues of employability cannot be looked at in isolation of wider issues, such as suitable housing,
crime and health. If one of these areas is suffering, the likelihood of a study-leaver finding
employment will be lowered, so ensuring there is holistic support for young people will also help
ensure young people transition into employment efficiently. Programmes such as Build-it and
Talent Match London work with organisations that are experienced working with young people
with additional barriers, and having one-to-one support means they are able to be supported with
other issues, either by their youth workers, or can be sign-posted by someone they trust to someone
who can support them. One of our member clubs, Redthread Youth work with young people in
communities across South London. They, specialise in youth work, healthcare and education, and
support adolescents to improve their health and wellbeing through holistic and preventative
methods and interventions. Their experience indicates that social problems such as poverty, family
breakdown and academic pressure, are often at the root of chronic health conditions and risky
patterns of behaviour, which in turn can exacerbate unemployment.
Recognising the additional barriers that certain study-leavers face is getting into work is also
important and as such personalised support is vital. Young people who have left education or
training, but have a disability, or are a single parent, will need different support to overcome
obstacles into employment. A young parent may require tailored, specialist support, particularly
with childcare and making social connections with others in similar situations. Additionally, young
people from families with several generations of unemployment will face additional barriers into
work.
Working across a community collectively, as well as with individuals is an important consideration
for stakeholders working within the employability sector. The youth board said that it can be more
difficult for a young person to commit fully to finding work and their overcoming barriers, if their
friends are not working, and they feel they would be missing out on seeing their social group by
working.

Contact us
If you would like more information on any areas of our work, or would like to discuss further the
points outlined in this evidence submission, then please contact London Youth’s Policy and
Communications Officer, Suzanne Foster:
e: Suzanne.Foster@londonyouth.org.uk
t: 020 7549 8844
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